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0. INTRODUCTION 
RECALL from [lo] that if a group G is represented as a group of automorphisms of 
a simplicial complex D, we say that G acts admissibly on D, if whenever g E G fixes a simplex 
0 of D, it fixes c pointwise. Recall DC denotes the fixed subcomplex of D under the action of 
G. We prove 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a$nite simple group of Lie type, of Lie rank 1 and characteristic p. 
Assume G acts admissibly on a jnite Zr-acyclic complex D of dimension I 1 - 1. Then DG is 
Zr-acyclic. 
We mention that Theorem 1 is trivial in case 1= 1 or 2, since in these cases D is a finite 
tree and then DC is a tree for any group G. Further in [3] it is shown that if I= 2 and D is 
Z-acyclic, of dimension 2, then DC is Z-acyclic. We emphasize that if a complex L is 
A-acyclic, then in particular L # 8, for any coefficient group A. 
Using the theory of P. A. Smith on the actions of finite p-groups on &-acyclic complexes 
(see 1.6) and the theory of finite simple groups of Lie type we get Theorem 1 as a corollary of 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a$nite group, p a prime and 1 a positive integer. Assume that G acts 
admissibly on a$nite complex D of dimension I 1 - 1. Suppose f?, 1 (D, Z,) = 0 and that 4? is 
a collection of subgroups of G such that 
(1) G = (%) 
(2) For each V c ad, with /VI I 1, D” ) is &-acyclic. 
Then DG is Z,-acyclic. 
It seems that Theorem 1 is likely to hold even when dim(D) = 1. However, L,(4) can act 
fixed point freely on a 2-dimensional acyclic complex (cf. [lo]). Further, R. Oliver in [S] 
proved that in almost all cases (cf. the introduction in [S]) a finite group G can act fixed 
point freely on a Z-acyclic simplicial complex. We do not have in our hands at this time 
enough examples of fixed point free actions of groups on acyclic complexes and it would be 
nice to produce such (however see [3] section 9). Finally we mention that Theorem 1 may be 
helpful in resolving the Quillen Conjecture (cf. [9] Conjecture 2.9 and [4]). 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
We maintain in this paper the basic notation of [lo]. In particular, for sets X, Y, X c Y 
denotes proper inclusion. Unlike [lo] we allow homology with arbitrary coefficient groups. 
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All along the paper A denotes an arbitrary abelian group. Further as in [lo], throughout D is 
aJinite simplicial complex and G is a$nite group. 
Given an arbitrary chain complex ?Z = { Ct, 8) define the chain complex +Z @ A = 
{C, @I A, d 0 iA}, where tensor products are taken over Z. The k-th homology groups of 
%@ A is denoted by H,(%; A). However (see the universal coefficient theorem in [7], p. 332, 
for a precise formulation) 
CAUTION. H,(%; A) is not necessarily isomorphic to Hk(%?)@ A. 
Recall that the simplicial chain group at dimension k with coefficient group A, is the set 
of all maps c which assign to each oriented k-simplex s of D a group element c(s) E A, such 
that ifs’ has the opposite orientation of s, c(s’) = - c(s). This set is denoted by Ck(D; A) and 
the addition in Ck(D; A) is the obvious one. An element c E Ck(D; A) is denoted by 
c=alsl+ . . . + ans,,, where Si is an oriented k-simplex and ai E A, for all i. This means 
that c takes the value ai on Si, 1 s i < n and takes the value 0 on the remaining oriented 
k-simplices. We thus obtain the graded group %(D; A). Given the boundary map 
&:C,(D;Z) -+ Ck-l(D;Z) 
the definition of the boundary map 
a/t.k:Ck(D;A) + C,-,(D;A) 
is obtained by taking 
a,.,(ao) = a&(a), for all a E A and cr an oriented k-simplex 
and then extend a,,, to all of CJD; A) in a natural way. We thus obtain the chain complex 
%(D; A). Indeed 
%?(D; A) N %‘(D; Z) @ A 
As chain complexes. 
Given a poset P, recall that the order complex of P is the simplicial complex whose 
simplices are finite chains. This complex will also be denoted here by P. We denote by P* 
the dual poset. Given a complex D we always view the first barycentric subdivision of D, 
denoted by sd(D), as the order complex of theface poset of D, the poset with the simplices of 
D as vertices and inclusion the order relation. Given two posets P and Q recall that the join, 
P v Q of P and Q is the poset whose vertex set is the disjoint union of P and Q and whose 
order relation on P (resp. Q) is the same as in P (resp. Q) and any member of Q is larger than 
any member of P. Finally recall the definition of the join of two simplicial complexes D and L, 
denoted here by D v L. Its vertex set is the disjoint union of D and L and its simplices are 
any union of a simplex of D and a simplex of L (simplices of D or L are also simplices of the 
join). The following theorem is very useful 
(1.1) Let %? and 9 be free chain complexes (i.e. the chain groups are free abelian groups). Let 
b:%? -+ 9 be a chain map. Then 
(1) If 4,:Hi(%) + Hi(~) is an isomorphism for i = k, k - 1, then 4*: H,(%?; A) -+ 
H,(9; A) is an isomorphism for arbitrary A. In particular 
(2) If 4.+: H,(V) + H,(9) is an isomorphism, then $*: H,(%; A) + H,(% A) is an 
isomorphism. 
Pro05 (1) is Corollary 55.3 p. 333 in [7] and (2) follows immediately. 
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Next we indicate that the discussion in section 13 of [7] carry over word for word to 
simplicial chain complexes with arbitrary coefficient groups. Thus defining 
DEFINITION. An A-acyclic carrier from D to L is a map Q that assigns to each simplex s of 
D a subcomplex (P(s) of L such that 
(1) O(s) is A-acyclic. 
(2) Ifs is a face of 6, then O(s) c O(a). 
and maintaining the definition of a chain map carried by @ as in [7] p. 31 and 74 and the 
definition of chain homotopy as in [7] p. 66, we obtain 
(1.2) THEOREM. (Acyclic Carrier Theorem In Arbitrary Coefficients): Let Q be an 
A-acyclic carrier from D to L. 
(1) If 4 and $ are two augmentation-preserving chain maps from %?(D; A) to %?(L; A) 
that are carried by 0, there exists a chain homotopy of 4 to $ that is also carried by 0,. In 
particular 4* = $*. 
(2) There exists an augmentation-preserving chain map from %?(D; A) to %?(L; A) that is 
carried by @. 
We remark that by augmentation preserving chain map, we mean a chain map 
commuting with E @ iA, where E is the augmentation of the simplicial chain complexes with 
coefficients in Z. 
We now turn our attention to a Theorem of P. A. Smith. In [S] p. 116 Bredon gives the 
definition of a regular G-complex. He then proves in the beginning of p. 131 
(1.3) THEOREM. (P. A. Smith) Assume D is a regular G complex, D is HP-acyclic and G N Z,. 
Then DC is Z,-acyclic. 
Further Bredon observes ([S], p. 116) that the second barycentric subdivision of D is 
always a regular G-complex. We want to use Theorem 1.3, but since we do not assume that 
D is a regular G-complex we show next that it suffices to assume in Theorem 1.3, that G acts 
admissibly on D. Towards that end we first note that 
(1.4) (1) Assume that D and L are homotopy equivalent simplicial complexes. Then 
fi,(D; A) ‘v I?,( L; A), for any coefficient group A. 
(2) I?.+(D; A) N fi?, (D’; A), for any subdivision D’ of D. 
Proof: It is well known (cf. section 18 in [7]) that under the hypothesis of(l), there exists 
a simplicial chain map 4: @(D; H) -+ @(L; H) such that 4*: f?*(D; B) + E.+( L; Z) is an 
isomorphism. Hence 1.1.2 completes the proof of (1). (2) is a special case of (1) and is in fact 
required during the proof of (1). 
We also need 
(1.5) Assume G acts admissibly on D. Then (sd(D))’ = sd(D’). 
ProoJ: Set K = sd(D)’ and L = sd(D’). Let s be a simplex in sd(D). Then 
s={o~ ,..., a,},withoo ,..., a,simplicesofDandai~oi+,,O~i<k.Ifsisasimplex 
of K, then gig = Bi, for all i and all g E G. Since G acts admissibly on D, oi is a simplex of DC, 
for all i, so s is a simplex of L. Clearly if s is a simplex of L, s is a simplex of K. 
Now we can prove 
(1.6) THEOREM. (P. A. Smith) Assume G acts admissibly on D. Suppose further that D is 
&,-acyclic and G is a p-group. Then DG is ZP-acyclic. 
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Proof: First using induction on 1 Cl we may assume that G 31 Z,. By 1.3, as sd’(D) is 
a regul_ar G-complex, ~,([.s~‘(D)]~;$) = 0. By 1.5, (sd2(D))’ = sd([sd(D)]‘) = sdZ(DG). 
Thus H,(sd2(DG);Zp) = 0. By 1.4.2, H*(sd2(DG); Z,) N fi,(D”; Z,). Hence H”,(DG;Zp) = 0, 
as asserted. 
(1.7) Let 4: P --f Q be a map of posets and assume that for 9 E Q, 
4-‘((Q 2 q)) = (p E P: 4(p) 2 q} is A-acyclic. Then $*: E?,(P;A) + fi,(Q;A) is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof: This is basically prop. 1.6 of Quillen in [9]. The proof is word for word the proof of 
1.5 in [lo], using 1.2. 
We now turn our attention to some remarks concerning the join of posets and simplicial 
complexes. 
Dejinition. We say that two posets P and Q are order homotopic if there are order 
preserving mapsf: P -+ Q and g: Q --f P such that g of(p) 2 p andp g(q) 2 q, for all p E P 
and q E Q. We call San order homotopy from P to Q. 
Note that by [9], Lemma 1.3, p. 103, If 1: IPI + I Q 1 is a homotopy equivalence. 
(1.8) Assume P, P 1 and Q, Q 1 are posets such that there are order homotopiesf: P -+ P 1 and 
g: Q + Qi. Then h:P v Q + PI v Q1 defined by h(p) =f(p), for p E P and h(q) = g(q), for 
q E Q is an order homotopy. 
(1.9) Assume D, L, M, N are finite simplicial complexes such that I D I z I M 1 and ( L I z I N 1, 
then I D v L / e I M v N 1, here z denotes homeomorphic. 
Proof. This is well known, see, e.g., [7] Corollary 62.3, p. 370. 
From now on we assume our chain complexes have a finite number of chain groups 
different from 0 at negative dimensions (In application, our chain complexes are the 
augmented simplicial chain complexes). Our goal is to compute oery carefully, the homol- 
ogy of the join of two simplicial complexes, with arbitrary coefficient group A. Eventually 
we will specialize for A N Z,,, p a prime. Lemmas 1.10 and 1.11 below are well known 
, however we found no satisfactory reference and we include proofs. Recall that given chain 
complexes %? and 9, V @ ka is the complex such that 
(@@g),= @ CiQDj 
i+j=m 
and the boundary map is defined by 
z,,m(ciOdj) = a,,i (ci)Odj + ( - 1)‘ciO d,,j(dj) 
where i + j = m and 3 = %@g. 
Our discussion will go along the line of [2] section 2. As in [2], given a chain complex 
%?={C,,&},define~={Ck,&},withdk+l= Ck and ak + 1 = dk, for all integers k. 
We register that 
(1.10) Let %?‘, 9 be two chain complexes. Set d = %? @ 9 and 9 = %? 0 &. Then 
(1) Fm+2 = E,, however 
(2) aF,,,+2(c@d) F Zu,i(c)@d + ( - l)“‘c@a,,j(d), where i + j = m,cE Ci and 
d E Dj, in particular Y # a(!). 
(3) Hi+ I(%?; A) = Hi (%‘; A), for any coefficient group A. 
(4) If %?, 9 are the augmented simplicial chain complexes with coefficient in Z of the 
complexes L and D resp., and if ?? is the augmented chain complex of L v D, with 
coefficients in Z, then there exists an isomorphism of chain complexes 4: 306 + g. 
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Proof: We will work with the convention that when %? is the augmented chain complex 
of a simplicial complex then the basis 1 of C_ 1 z Z will be called a - 1 - simplex. For (l), 
(dOo^),+, = 0 ciodj= @ ci-l~Dj-l = @ ci@Dj=(c@D),. 
i+j=m+l i+j=m+Z i+j=m 
Next, by definition, if i+j=m, cECi=di+l and dEDj=Dlj+l, &+z(c@d)= 
l?i+l(C)@d + (- l)‘+’ c@&+,(d) = ai(c)od + (- l)‘+‘c@dj(d). SO (2) fOllOwS. (3) is 
a triviality. 
For (4) fix once and for all an orientation on the simplices of L and D. Then L v D 
inherits an orientation. Then Ci has as a free Z-basis the i-oriented simplices of L (of course 
the basis for Co are the vertices of L and the basis for @_, is 1 - which we call a - 1 
simplex), Dj has as a Z-basis the j-oriented simplices of D, and G,+ 1 has as a Z-basis the 
oriented simplices s v t, where s is an oriented i-simplex of L, t is an oriented j-simplex of 
D and i + j = m, subject to the convention that s v 1 = s and 1 v t = t. 
Hence 
(*) GnM has s v t, s an i-simplex of L and t a j-simplex of D, i + j = m, as a Z-basis 
The boundary map of 99 is given by 
dy,,+,(S V t) = d,,i(S) V t + (- l)‘+‘(S V d,,j(t)),i + j= m 
where for a i-chain c = nisi + . . . + n,s, E Ci and a simplex t E Dj, 
cvt=nl(slvt)+n2(s2vt)+ . . . +n,(s,vt)EGi+j+l. 
and similar for s v d, d a chain in 9. so 
(**I d+,m+2(S V t) = i?g,m+l(S V t) = d,,i(S) V t + (- l)‘+‘(s V d,,j(t)),i + j = m 
Hence by (1) (2) (*) and (**), the map 4:%?@& -+ 4 defined by 
4, + *(s @ t) + s v t, s an i-simplex of L and t a j-simplex of D, i + j = m 
is an isomorphism of chain complexes and the proof of (4) is complete. 
Now we can prove 
(1.11) Let D, L be finite simplicial complexes. Let 9? (resp. $!9, resp 9) be the augmented 
chain complex of L (resp. D, resp. L v D), with coefficients in Z. Then 
(1) If A is free or A is a field, fi,+,(D v L;A) N H,,,(%?@g;A), in particular, 
(2) If A is free then 
H” m+l(L V D;A) 2 @ Hi(L;A)@E?j(D;A)@ @ Tor(t?i(L;A), Ej(D;A)), 
i+j=m i+j=m- 1 
and 
(3) If A is a field then H”,+I(L v D;A) E @ fii(D;A)@AIYj(L;A). 
i+j=m 
Proof Let %? = %?(L; Z), 9 = @(D; Z) and $9 = @(L v D; H) be the augmented simplicial 
chain complexes. By 1.10.4, there exists an isomorphism of chain complexes 4: %? @ $? + 6. 
By 1.1.2, H,(@@@; A) 2: H,(+?;A), for any coefficient group A. Hence by 1.10.3, 
H,+,(LvD;A)=H m+Z(~; A) N H,+,($?@&; A). Now if A is free or A is a field, then 
Theorem 58.2, p. 342 in [7] respectively Theorem 58.5 p. 348 in [7] tells us that we can (and 
how to) express the homology of the tensor product of two chain complexes in terms of the 
homology of the components. So (l), (2) and (3) follow from these theorems and 1.10.3. 
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2. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We continue with the notation of section 1. So G is a finite group, D is a finite simplicial 
complex and G acts admissibly on D. Further A is an arbitrary abelian group. 
Notation. (1) y(G) denotes the set of all proper nontrivial subgroups of G. 
(2) Given @ E y(G), denote by P’(e) the simplicial complex of all nonempty subsets 
of @. 
For the following results recall the definition of N(%, D,,) in [lo] section 1, this is the 
subcomplex of the nerve of a cover % of D, consisting of simplices CJ such that n F 2 Do, 
where Do c D is a subcomplex of D. FE0 
(2.1) Let 9 c 9(G) and let Do c D be a subcomplex. Assume that 
(1) For each UE@, D” 3 Do. 
Let 9 = {D”: U E @} and let d = d(e) be the subcomplex of 9(e) whose simplices 
are those simplices V of %(@) such that DCV> I Do. Set N = N(%, Do). Then sd(&‘) and 
sd(N) are order homotopic. 
Proof Define 4: sd(d) + sd(N) and II/: sd(N) -+ sd(d) as follows. For a simplex Y of 
d, 4(Y) = {D”: U E Y} and for a simplex CJ of N, 1(1(o) = {U E &: n F c D”}. By hypothe- 
FE0 
sis (l), 4 and rc/ are well defined. Now if t c s are vertices of sd(&), then 4(t) c 4(s) and if 
r c IS are vertices of sd(N), then $(r) c $(o). Further s E $0 4(s) and g E &J 0 $(o). Hence 
C#J is an order homotopy. 
As in [lo] we define 
DeJinition. Let Do be a subcomplex of D. A mod D, A-acyclic cover of D is a cover % of 
D such that: (1) Do c F, for all F E %. (2) Each member of % is A-acyclic and (3) For any 
simplex CJ of N(% ), F, = n F is A-acyclic, or F, = Do. 
FE0 
(2.2) THEOREM. Let Do be a subcomplex of the complex D. Let % be a mod Do A-acyclic 
cover of D. Set N = N(%, Do), Q = sd(N), P = sd(D,), R = sd(D) and J = Q v P*. Then 
(1) There exists an order preserving mapf: R* + J such that f - ’ ((J 2 j)) is A-acyclic, 
for all j E J. 
(2) f,: I?*(R*; A) + H,(J; A) is an isomorphism. In particular, H,(D; A) N 
fi,(sd(N) v Do; A). 
Proof: The existence of f is proved in [lo] Theorem 2.3. Then the first part of (2) follows 
from 1.7. For the second part note that (DI z 1 R*l, 1 DoI z I P* I. Hence by 1.9, 
1 J 1 z I sd( N) v Do I. Hence the second part of (2). 
(2.3) COROLLARY. Assume there exists 8 # +Y c Y(G) such that 
(a) For each U E @‘, D” is A-acyclic. 
(b) DC is not A-acyclic. 
(c) For every subset V of @!, either D(V) is A-acyclic, or DCr) = DC. 
Set Do = DC and let s4 = -d(e), 9 be as in 2.1. Further set L = u D’. 
UEQ 
Then 
(1) fi,(L; A) N G7,(D0 v d; A). In particular 
(2) If A is free and fYi(Do;A)@I?j(&;A) #O, then Hi+j+i(L;A) #O. 
(3) If A is a field and I?i(Do; A) # 0, ~j(~S; A) # 0, then fii+j+l(L; A) # 0. 
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Proof Note that by hypotheses (a) and (c), 9 is a mod Do A-acyclic cover of L. 
Set N = N(F-, Do). By 2.1, sd(N) and sd(&) are order homotopic. Hence by 1.8, 
sd(D,,) v sd(N) and sd(D,) v sd(&) are order homotopic. Finally by 1.9, 
Isd(D,) v sd(&)I z IDO v JZZ so fi7*(D0 v c&A) ‘v f?,(Do v sd(N);A). So (1) follows 
from 2.2. Then (2) and (3) are immediate consequences of 1.11. 
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 2. So adopt the hypotheses and notation of 
Theorem 2. Assume DC is not Zdacyclic. Let V s % be of minimal size subject to Dcv) is 
not Z,-acyclic. By hypothesis 1 Y I > 1. Notice that if we replace in Theorem 2 G by 
H := (V) and % by V, then the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied. Hence we may 
assume G = H and % = V. In particular we may assume that Dcvy? is Z,-acyclic for all 
proper nonempty subsets -Ir c %!. 
Now G and @ satisfy the hypotheses of 2.3, and notice further that, in the notation of 2.3, 
J@’ = &‘(@) is the simplicial complex consisting of all proper nonempty subsets of a’. As 
I@1 :=r>l, dim(&)=r-221-l. We have H”,_2(&,L,)#0. Let i2 -1 with 
fii(D’, Z,) # 1. By 2.3.3, fir_1 +i(L, Z,) # 0, where L = u D". However r - 1 + i 2 
Liei// 
r-221-landasLisasubcomplexofD,dim(D)~l-1andH”,_,(D,Z,)=O,Lcannot 
have nontrivial Zp homology at dimensions 2 I - 1. This contradiction implies that DC is 
Z,-acyclic as asserted. 
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In this section we assume that G is a finite simple group of Lie type and of Lie rank 1 > 2, 
defined over a field of characteristic p. Let C be the root system for G and II = (tli, . . . , c.x[} 
a simple system for G, as in [l] section 49. We denote by C + the positive system relative to 
the simple system II. Let also CQ = - a&, where ab is the short root of maximal height 
relative to the simple system II (if all roots in II have the same length, C& is the root of 
maximal height.) We set fi = {x0, . . . , xl}. For each 51 E C, U, denotes the root subgroup of 
G corresponding to the root CI. 
Given a finite group H consider the following generation at the prime p property: There 
exists a subset C& E 9(H) such that 
(Gr,(p)) (i) H = ("2). (ii) For every subset V c %, with I V”I S 1, < V) is a p-group. 
Notice that 
(3.1) Let H be a finite group, p a prime and 1 a positive integer. Suppose there exists 
@ E 9(H) satisfying Gr,(p). If H acts admissibly on a finite Z, - acyclic complex D, with 
dim(D) I I- 1, then DH is Z, - acyclic. 
Proof As (V) is a p-group, for all V c a!, with IV I I 1, 1.6 says that Dcy) is 
Z,-acyclic. Hence the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied and Theorem 2 completes the 
proof. 
By 3.1, to prove Theorem 1, it remains to show that there exists Q! c 9(G) satisfying 
Gr,(p). 
(3.2) There exists a set & s 9(G) such that 
(1) (a!> = G 
(2) (V ) is a p-group, for all V c Q with I V 1 I 1 and either 
(3.a) G = B,(2) or F,(2) and I % I = 1 + 2, or 
(3.b) I%!1 = 1 + 1. 
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Proof: Assume first that G $ B,(2) or F,(2) and set % = ( U,, : 0 I i I /}. We first show 
that (2) holds. 
Note that for each i, 0 < i < I, fi - (Ui} is a basis of W = R’. Thus letting W’ be the set 
of all vectors 
where the sum is taken on some fixed ordering of II - {ai} and in which the first nonzero 
coefficient is positive, and letting CT = C n Wf we obtain a positive system of roots 
containing fi - {I}. AS (U,: LX E CT > is a Sylow p subgroup of G, (2) is a triviality. 
Set U = ( UZ:c( EC’). By [ll], Lemma 4, p. 511, 
(*I u= u, = (u,:aEn). 
Notice (*) does not hold in case G = B,(2) or F4(2), so these cases need a special 
treatment. 
Let H be a complement to U in N,(U). Then H is a Cartan subgroup of G and 
H normalizes U,, for all z E fi. Hence, as G is simple, it suffices for (l), to show that 
G = (9, H ). Assume (@, H) # G. Then B = UH is a Bore1 subgroup of G and by (*), 
(%, H) 2 B. This implies that (a’, H) is a subgroup of a maximal parabolic subgroup 
P < G containing B. But then, as is well known (see, e.g., [6] pp. 118 and 231), P = (H, U,: 
c1 E Cf u C,), where J c II is a proper subset of II and ZJ is the set of roots which are 
integral linear combinations of the roots in J. Further, U, I P if and only if, a E 1’ u C,. 
Hence U,, $I P, a contradiction. 
Assume next that G = B,(2). We assume a,, . . . , a, are ordered in such a way that ui and 
Cli+ 1 are adjacent in the corresponding Dynkin diagram, c(i is a long end node root and 
a, a short end node root. Recall q = - (xi + c(~ + . . . + q). Set II* = fi u {c+ , + 2~~). 
We set % = {U,: c( E KI*}. We next show that % satisfies (2). 
We need to show that if we delete two root subgroups from %!, then the remaining set 
-Y satisfies (V) is a 2-group. So assume we deleted U, and U,. If ,8 E II - Cc+, , aI}, then 
II* - {/I) c (n’ - { fi} )‘( = linear combinations of fi - { p} with nonnegative coeffi- 
cients), so certainly (Y”) is a 2-group. If p = cl,,, II* - {p) G C + and again (V) is 
a 2-group. So assume {/I, y} = {LX_ 1, cq}. Then zl_ 1 + 2aI is linearly independent of 
n*- {rl_i,tll,rl_i +2c(,}, since any linear combination of II*-{ccl_i, q,c+i +2al} 
will have the same coefficient for x1_, and CQ. Thus again (V) is a 2-group. Next we show 
that G = (%). 
For that it suffices to show that U, = (U,:CZEKIU {@l-I +2c9),)= U = 
( U,: a E C + ), then as above, since U,, is not contained in any parabolic P > U, (% ) = G. 
We use the Chevalley commutator formula (see, e.g., [6] p. 77). We easily get all long root 
subgroups inside U 1 by commutating long root subgroups in U 1, whose commutator is 
a long root subgroup. Further the commutator formula for [xZl_,(t), x,,(u)], together with 
U a,_I+Zal I U,,showthat U,l_,+,l - < U1 . Then commutating short root subgroups whose 
commutator is a short root subgroups we get all short root subgroups inside U,. 
Finally, assume G = F4(2). Again we assume c~i, . , LX, are ordered in such a way that 
mi and Cli+ 1 are adjacent in the corresponding Dynkin diagram, c(i is a long end node root 
and a4 a short end node root. Here we take cq, = - &, where rb is the root of maximal 
height so a0 = - (2c(i + 3g2 + 4a3 + 2~). We take %! = {U,>, Uo12+lg: 0 I i I 4). The 
proof in this case is similar to the previous case and we sketch it. First, as in the previous 
case we get that % satisfies (2). Let U1 = (U,: CI E n u {cc2 + c13} ). Observe that 
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{sli ,a2, a3 1 is a simple system of type B, so as above, U, I Ui, for all positive roots j3 such 
that fl is a linear combination of { c~i, ct2, x3). Then we obtain all positive root subgroups 
inside Ui by commutating [Uyl, UY2] = U,,, where yi, y2, y3 all have the same length and 
U,,, U,, < Ii,. Thus U, = U = (CJ,:~EX’) and as above we get (ai> = G. 
4. ADDENDUM 
The referee of this paper found a proof of Theorem 2 using Spectral Sequences 
argument. The editor had asked me to include the referees’ proof in the paper and it is my 
pleasure to do so. So assume the notation and hypotheses of Theorem 2. Here is the referees’ 
proof. 
Another Proofcf Theorem 2. Our notation for spectral sequences follow [12]. Let G be 
a counter example to theorem 2 with (42 ( minimal. Then for every proper subset V c %, 
(9’“) satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. Hence by the minimality in the choice of 
G, DCy) is ZP-acyclic. We conclude 
(4.1) D (V) is Z,-acyclic for every proper nonempty subset Y” c %. 
Of course we may assume that 1% 1 > 1, otherwise the conclusion of the theorem is trivial. 
Denote also by % the simplicial complex on the vertex set q with simplices all nonempty 
subsets of ?#. Let (D, ?6) = @(D; ZP) and (U, c?,) = C(%, ZJ Thus D,, U, are vector spaces 
over IF:= [F, - the field of p-elements with basis the oriented n-simplices. Set d = dim(D) 
and u = dim(%) = 1% I - 1. We now define a bicomplex M of [F-vector spaces as follows. 
For (r,q)E (0,. , u$ x (0,. . . , d}, let M,,, be the subspace of U,QED, spanned by 
[V”] @ [s], where [V] is an oriented r-simplex of %, [s] an oriented q - simplex of D and 
s is a simplex of D (y) If no such pair exists, set M,,, = 0. Thus the r-th row of M is 
a subcomplex of the complex U, @ F ED, and the q-th column of M is a subcomplex of the 
complex U OFDg. Thus the vertical map 8’: M + M is given by d’ = i3,@ 1 and the 
horizontal map is given by c”’ = 10 8,. 
Of course squares in M commute rather than anticommute so signs must be changed 
every other column to obtained a bicomplex. Let K = U D “, regarded as a subcomplex of 
L’EY 
D. Observe that the largest q for which M,,, # 0, for some r is q = dim(K). Also the r-th row 
of M is not zero, except perhaps when r = u = dim(%) and D” = 8. We now make some 
further observations on M. For a simplex s of D, write %!s = i U E q: s is a simplex of D”} 
regarded as a subcomplex of %; write U, for @(a!,; ZP). 
Given complexes A, I’& write A 6 B, for the complex whose n-the homogeneous term is 
A,@ B, and whose differential map is 8, @& = {~J~,~@a~,~:rr E Z}. 
(4.2) Let 0 < r I u and 0 < q I d. Then 
(1) M,,, z @ OJ,. [s] runs over the oriented q-simplices of D. In particular, for r > 0, 
H’(M,,,) = Fand dim(H’(M,,,)) = # (q-simplices of K). 
(2) M,,, = O@(D , p, <u). z ) V runs over all (r + I)-subsets of a. In particular 
[VI 
(i) For q > 0 and r < u, H”(M,,q) = 0. 
(ii) For r < u, dim(H”(M,,O)) = (:+‘i). 
(iii) H”(M,,q) 1: H,(D’; Z,). 
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Proof: This follows from (4.1) and we leave the verification of this lemma to the reader. 
Let {‘E’} and {“El} be the spectral sequences obtained from the first and second 
filtration of Tot(M) respectively. Recall that as bigraded modules ‘E,‘,, N H”(M,,q) and 
“E& 5 H’(M,,,). We now aim to compute ‘E2 and “E2. Before that we observe that 
by (4.2) 
(4.3) ‘E2 = ‘E” and “E2 = “Em. 
Proof This follows from (4.2) and recalling that ‘E’ is isomorphic to a section of ‘E ’ 
and that a’: ‘E’ + ‘E’ has bidegree ( - r, r + 1). Similarly for “E. 
We start with ‘E 2, and we drop the prescript I. To compute E ‘, we first have to compute 
d: E 1 + E ‘. In view of (4.2) we only have to consider the column E :,. of E ‘. Let [F = (F, be 
the field of p elements. In what follows, we will use the same notation V for a simplex of 
4 and for an oriented simplex of %!; confusion being eliminated by context. Let r < u. An 
IF-basis for E i, o 31 Hi,, is obtained as follows. For each subset of Y c %! of size r + 1, 
pick a vertex xy E D (v) The 8” homology classes [V 0 xy] (V here is understood to be 
oriented) then form a basis of E,‘, ,,. Let r = u. If DC = 8, Ei,o = 0; if DC # 8 a basis for 
Ei,o is obtained by picking one vertex yi for the Ph connected component of DC, then the a” 
homology classes [% @yi] (again q is understood to be oriented) form a basis. Recall now 
that 8 is defined by 
at78xi = ca,(v)ox], x a vertex of D”’ 
Nowlet Y = {U,, . . , U,} be an r-simplex of a. Write “Yi = ( UO, . . . , Ci, . . , U,} 
(Vi deleted). Then 
C’CCLJ,, . . ., U,]@X+f] = C( - l)‘[[U(), . . . ) tii,. .) U,]@X,] 
Notice, that xy E Dcvi), for all i, and hence [[U,, . . . , r?i, . , U,] Ox,] = 
[[U,, . . . ) Ui,. . . , U,] @xv,]. It follows that 
a[cu,, . . , ~,lOxyl = CC - lYCCU0,. . , ci>. . , U,l@x~-,I 
Thus the map V + [V @ xv] defines an isomorphism of chain complexes from C(@‘- ‘; 
Z,) to the subcomplex of E :, o obtained by dropping the space E,‘,,; here %!“- ’ denotes the 
(u - 1) - skeleton of %. Further if DC # 0, a[%@yi] = a[%!@ yj], for all i, j. It follows 
that 
(4.4) (i) E,!, = 0, for 0 < r < u - 1. 
(ii) Ei,o = F. 
(iii) If DC # 8, Et_ 1,o = 0, and dim,(E&) = c - 1, where c is the number of connected 
components of DC. 
(iv) If DC = 0, then E&l,O N F and E,& = 0. 
(v) For q > 0 and r < u, E:,, = 0, 
(vi) For q > 0, E,f4 2: H,(D’; Z,) 
In particular, using (4.3) and (4.4) we get 
(4.5) H,(Tot(M)) = [F and H,(Tot(M)) = 0, for 0 < n < u - 1. 
We now consider the spectral sequence “E. Again we drop the prescript II. Here we only 
have to compute EF_,,o. Ofcourseifd<l-l,E~_l,o= 0; further, arguments similar to 
those in the case of the first spectral sequence show that if d = I - 1, then a cycle in E:,o that 
is not a boundary gives rise to a cycle in Dd which is not a boundary. But we are assuming 
If_ 1(D) = 0, hence we must have E?_ 1,0 = 0. This together with (4.2) and (4.3) gives 
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(4.6) H,(Tot(M)) = 0, for n 2 1 - 1. 
Notice now that by (4.9, H,(Tot(M)) = 0, for 0 < n < u - 1, and we have u 2 1. Thus 
u - 1 2 1 - 1. It follows that H,(Tot(M)) = 0, for 0 < n < 1 - 1. Hence 
(4.7) H,(Tot(M)) N Z, and H,(Tot(M)) = 0, for all II > 0. 
Looking back at (4.4) we conclude from (iv) of (4.4) that DC # 0, else ‘Ez_ 1 # 0, and 
then by (4.2), H,_ 1 (Tot(M)) # 0, but u - 1 2 I - 1 > 0, contradicting (4.7). Then from (iii) 
of (4.4) we conclude that DC is connected; and from (vi) of (4.4) we conclude that H&D'; 
27,) = 0, for all q > 0. It follows that DC is Z, - acyclic, and the proof of Theorem 2 is 
complete. 
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